Teaching with the Pupil’s Book and Workbook
Lesson 1: Vocabulary
A striking visual introduces the
unit topic and engages children.

New vocabulary
is contextualised.

Activities provide
carefully staged
practice of key
vocabulary.

Activities develop critical
thinking and visual literacy.

Lesson aims and
outcomes are given at the
bottom of each page.

Lesson 2: Reading

Carefully staged
presentation of key unit
vocabulary.

Categorising activities
develop critical thinking
and encourage learner
autonomy.

A lively song activates new vocabulary
and makes it more memorable.

An appealing
story strip,
supported by
audio, presents
new grammar
clearly and
naturally.

A collaborative
activity
encourages
children to
produce the new
language in a
supported way.
Receptive activities reinforce
meaning and concept of the new
grammar.

A receptive
activity checks
understanding
of meaning and
concept.
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Exam-style activities practice tasks
from the Cambridge English
Young Learners Starters Tests.

Lesson 3: Reading comprehension

A visually
appealing
Graphic
Grammar box
highlights and
clarifies form
using a unique
colour coding
system.

A written
activity provides
controlled
productive
practice.

Supporting animations present grammar and focus on
form in an engaging and memorable way (available in the
Presentation Kit and on the Pupil’s Resource Centre).

Children
produce
the new
language in a
communicative
activity such
as a roleplay, game or
personalisation
task.

Carefully staged activities
provide further practice
and consolidation of target
grammar.
Children are directed to the
Grammar reference for model
language and further practice.
A personalisation activity
enables children to relate
language to their own lives.

Lesson 4: Grammar
A range of engaging fiction and
non-fiction texts develop reading
skills and enjoyment of reading.

Additional vocabulary
is contextualised in the
reading text.

Further activities reinforce
and check children’s
understanding of the reading
text and encourage them to
use key language.

While reading
activities check
comprehension.

A pre-reading task
develops prediction
skills to help
understanding.

Critical thinking activities
encourage children to give a
personal response to the text
and develop inferential skills.

A focus on a strategy in
each unit develops key
reading skills.
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Lesson 5: Language in use
A sound is
presented via
a word which
contains it.

A receptive
activity checks
children can
identify the target
sound.

A Learning
to learn or
Learning
about
language
box develops
learner
autonomy.

Activities provide
further receptive and
productive practice
of key sounds.
An activity encourages children to
apply the skills and strategies from
Learning to learn and Learning
about language.

The new sounds are contextualised in a short
and fun chant to provide further practice.

Lesson 6: Listening and speaking

A new
grammar
structure is
presented
via a short
dialogue.

Children
produce their
own scaffolded
dialogue,
followed by a
freer dialogue.

A supporting, real-world video brings the dialogue
to life and supports understanding (available in the
Presentation Kit and on the Pupil’s Resource Centre).
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Carefully staged
activities provide
further practice of
the new grammar.
Children are directed to the
Grammar reference for model
language and further practice.

Lesson 7: Writing
While listening and after
listening activities check
comprehension.

Challenging and engaging
listening activities recycle
target language.

Further
activities check
understanding
of the
functional
language.

A review activity checks
the key vocabulary.

Test-style activities
practise reading and
writing tasks from the
Cambridge English:
Young Learners
Starters Tests.

A personalisation
activity enables
children to relate
the new language
to their own lives.

A pre-listening activity activates prior knowledge.

A focus on a strategy in
each unit develops a key
listening skill.

A final speaking activity
encourages children to
produce the new language.

Functional language is
presented in a social situation.

Lesson 8: Think about it!
Each
writing
lesson
focuses on
a writing
sub-skill.

Carefully staged
activities give
children the support
and scaffolding they
need to produce a
text independently.
Activities check
children’s understanding
of the writing sub-skill to
ensure to prepare them
for the writing task.

Children then plan
and organise their
piece of writing.
Children use their
plan to write their
task independently.
Children are encouraged
to check their final piece
of work, as good practice.

Carefully staged activities, led
by the teacher, support children
in building up a written text.
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Review

The Review
lessons in the
Pupil’s Books
provide further
practice and
consolidation
of the language
and topics from
the previous
two units

Every Review
lesson includes
a Cambridge
English Young
Learners Movers
test-style activity.
These help prepare
for the Reading
and Writing, and
Listening papers.

Additional mid-year and end-of-year
revision sections are provided in the
Workbook.

Reading Time
A beautifully illustrated
reading text develops a love of
reading and builds confidence
in reading longer texts. Key
vocabulary and structures are
consolidated to give examples
of natural language use.

A pre-reading task gets children
thinking about the content of the
story before reading, to develop
visual literacy.

Reading time activities and Play

The Reading lessons develop children’s
literacy skills and encourage them to
give a personal response to the text.

A practical lesson that focuses
on critical thinking skills.
Tasks prepare children to make
decisions, solve problems and
take control of their learning.
Activities that encourage
collaborative learning.
Activities to consolidate learning
and give children the opportunity
to present their work.

The Be a star! activity gives children an
opportunity to consolidate their knowledge
and learning in a variety of creative ways.
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The animated videos bring the stories
to life (available in the Presentation Kit
and on the Pupil’s Resource Centre).

